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American Photography: 1839—1900

About 150 years ago, in 1859, the Parisian painter

Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre announced that he

had fixed the image of the camera on a negativeless,

silvered copper plate. His daguerreotype was the first

practical photographic process. The French govern-

ment pensioned Daguerre in exchange for this

remarkable invention, and gave it to the public with-

out patents or restrictions.

Word of the daguerreotype reached America

within days, and Yankee ingenuity brought vigor to

the enterprise. By 1851, the skilled work of American

daguerreans at London's Crystal Palace exhibition

won worldwide attention. Gabriel Harrisons alle-

gorical Past, Present, and Future, William Southgate

Porter's multiplate panoramic views, John Whipple's

daguerreotype of the moon, and Mathew Brady's

"gallery of illustrious Americans" showed unmatched

innovation and technique and walked away with all

the prizes. From this time on, Americans were con-

sidered the leading daguerreotypists, and, as the cen-

tury advanced, they continued to excel in the use of

new photographic processes.

Unlike Europeans, with their long traditions of

painting and printmaking, Americans weren't both-

ered by photography's precise mechanical nature and

directness. It seemed to suit the newness of the nation

and the bold statement of self-evident truths that its

Declaration of Independence had advanced. To nine-

teenth-century America, an unmediated democratic

ethic was synonymous with social justice and with

truth. Photography's directness, which, according to

writers like Nathaniel Hawthorne, pierced through

misleading appearances to "the little regarded truth,"

immediately became symbolic of this American dem-

ocratic "truth," and photography became the coun-

try's perfect visual art. In turn, directness in the

medium rather than traditional manipulative artistry,

became a hallmark of, and even de riqueur in, the

American photographic style.

This truthful lens on America produced a hit parade

of photographic achievements: daguerreotypes in the

1840s, Brady's paper photographic portraits in the

1 850s, Civil War images and geographical survey doc-

uments of the territories in the 1860s, Eadweard

Muybridge's animal locomotion studies in the 1870s,

George Eastman's Kodak snapshots in the 1880s, and

the art photography of the 1890s. "American Photog-

raphy: 1839-1900" gathers together the masterpieces

of these six decades in the first major retrospective of

this important visual heritage.

Photography permeated every walk of life as pho-

tographers rode the cutting edge of American history.

They befriended artistic, scientific, and political

leaders, and fervently reflected the country's new

ideals. A stream of luminaries, including inventor and

painter Samuel F.B. Morse, chemist John William

Draper, physician and humorist Oliver Wendell

Holmes, and publisher F. Holland Day, came to pho-

tography from other disciplines, which ensured cross-

fertilization with contemporary intellectual endeav-

ors. In 1855, Gabriel Harrison exhibited his haughty

allegorical daguerreotype YoungAmerica; in 1855, his

friend Walt Whitman published Leaves ofGrass with

his poem "I celebrate myself and sing myself."

Daguerreotype and poem reflected a single, proud, but

embryonic American stance. Harrison's image (show-

ing his own son, George Washington Harrison) con-

firms photography's early commitment to document

American aspiration and to help in its continuing

search for an enlightened and perfected society.

In 1851, the year of the Crystal Palace exhibition,

the same commitment shows up in Nathaniel Haw-

thorne's novel The House ofthe Seven Gables. His pro-

tagonist, the daguerrean Holgrave—and the medium

of photography itself— stood as superhuman witnesses

to godly and democratic truth . Holgrave physically and

symbolically flung open the shutters of the "House of

the Seven Gables" so that the sun could enter after

years of darkness and gloom. Here the new art was

accepted not only as an accurate witness to history,

made with the help of the sun, but as an actual symbol

of an enlightened age.

American daguerreotype achievements began in

1840 with Samuel Bemis' plates of Boston and New
Hampshire, some of the earliest photographs that

survive. Soon, portraits by the Boston team of South-
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worth and Hawes and by the skilled Philadelphian

Marcus Aurelius Root revealed the special technical

and compositional ability that distinguished masters of

the new art, and began to incorporate the suggestive

references that would continue to characterize Amer-

ican photography.

In 1845, Harrison's allusions were already overtly

political and allegorical. Helia {Photography) Hug-

ging a Bust of Washington asserted the medium as a

role model clinging to democratic ideals and, thus, to

the American idea of truth. Helia (Harrison's own

daughter) literally embraces a bust of the nation's

founding father, exhorting the Republic to stick to its

straight and narrow path. By 1853, Gabriel Harrison,

Alexander Hesler, and others had produced a stream

of these political allegories.

As the nation expanded westward, following its

Manifest Destiny, slaveholders in the South and New
England abolitionists disagreed on the status of slavery

in the new states. The Great Compromise of 1850

attempted to neutralize the conflict. Then the Kansas-

Nebraska bill of 1854 agreed to let each new state

decide the matter for itself. America anticipated its

greatest battle as tension increased.

Hesler's Driving a Bargain shows photography's

version of Manifest Destiny and daguerrean political

allegory at its height. The brawny blacksmith was a

Yankee moved West (like Hesler) and stood for the

powerful but unexplored region; the little black boy,

selling him a horseshoe found on the street, was the

enterprising American youth who would conquer the

resources of the West. Hesler's choice of a black to play

the role ofAmerica's future was a pointed statement in

1853. He tackled the political dilemmas of his time,

advocating equality with confident verve.

The technical aspects of photography advanced as

the century progressed. The daguerreotype was only

the first of many processes that would win favor in the

nineteenth century. Its sharp-edged illusion, contin-

uous tonal range, and magical, mirrorlike image,

which at first mesmerized the public, was fraught with

disadvantages. It was small, had annoying reflections,

and was difficult to shoot; worse, it lacked a negative

that could provide multiple prints.

When the daguerreotype was announced, the

Englishman William Henry Fox Talbot introduced an

alternative, paper negative process that could produce

multiple photographic prints. His "calotype" was not

practical at the time, and his patent slowed improve-

ment, but later negative /positive techniques eventu-

ally challenged the daguerreotype. In America, the

important challenge was John Whipple's invention in



1850 of a collodion-on-glass negative called the "crys-

talotype." His iconic picture of Washington 's Head-

quarters in Cambridge is an excellent example of the

process. Like Talbot, Whipple patented his process,

but he sold the rights to other photographers for a

modest, affordable sum.

Photographers were delighted, and by 1855 no

respectable studio was without a paper photography

"operator." Charles Leander Weed's large view of

Garlands Mill, Placer County, for example, was part of

the American River series he did in California for the

daguerrean Robert Vance. James Wallace Black and

painter-journalist William J. Stillman executed spe-

cifically artistic studies in the resorts of the White

Mountains and the Adirondacks, which now, with

paper photography, they could tip into albums.

Photographs by John Moran (brother of painter

Thomas Moran) and by painter Edward Bierstadt and

his brothers assured the development of artistic tradi-

tions in photography. By the early 1860s, Carleton

Watkins' huge photographs of Yosemite even vied

with Bierstadt's paintings for the most spectacular and

immediate impressions of the impressive Western

scenery. Now Americans had claimed the throne of

paper photography, too

!

Despite the achievements of the landscape photog-

raphers, it was Mathew Brady's magnificent large-

format "imperial" size (14 x 17 inch) portraits of

national luminaries that first signaled the triumph

of paper photography in America. By the mid- 1850s,

and despite studio columns and other props, he care-

fully constructed neutral compositions that allowed his

sitters to emerge, boldly and confidently, to dominate

the picture's space. The haughty human presence so

characteristic of the daguerrean age was preserved

completely intact. The Brady Studio's profile portrait

ofAbraham Lincoln presents the same kind of impres-

sive image, even in a tiny visiting-card size copy or on

the American penny for which it served as the model.

A new level of technical maturity arrived in 1861

when Oliver Wendell Holmes, photographer Henry

Anthony, businessman Coleman Sellers, astronomer

Lewis Rutherford, physicist Ogden Rood, and several

others formed the Amateur Photographic Exchange

Club to promote the communication of photographic

advances through annotated stereo (three-dimen-

sional) views. It was primarily because of this group

that paper photography so soon reached a technical

excellence on a par with the daguerreotype.

But the Exchange Club's images of family and

home gave no hint of the war. In these early years of

the 1860s, Brady continued his role as historian when
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he accumulated his legendary collection of Civil War

views. Among these were works by other photog-

raphers—Alexander Gardner, Timothy O' Sullivan,

George Barnard, and more—who were once employed

by Brady but became important photographers in

their own right.

By the time of the Civil War, the government was

keenly aware of photography's documentary value

and was steadily employing photographers to "illus-

trate" field-to-headquarters reports. Pressure to work

efficiently in the field brought photography to new

heights of achievement as it continued to document

traces of American presence in the course of history,

whether in formal group portraits of officers at head-

quarters, casual genre scenes of troops at ease, pano-

ramic views of engineering feats and strategic battle-

fields, or simply the tragic carnage of the dead.

And never before had such carnage been recorded

by photography. O'Sullivan's bloated youth in Field

Where General Reynolds Fell, Gettysburg and

Reekie's piles of skulls and decomposing bodies in A
Burial Party, Cold Harbor, Virginia were both pub-

lished in Gardner's Photographic Sketchbook of the

War in 1866. They show the painful scenes to which

Oliver Wendell Holmes referred when he wrote that

these images were "terrible mementoes . . . which the

truthful sunbeam has delineated in all their dread

reality," and which were afterward "locked up in

some secret drawer," "buried in the recesses of our

cabinet" so that the pain could be forgotten. The final

dreadful documents of this period were Gardner's

grisly images of the hanging of the Lincoln assassina-

tion conspirators.

In the postwar years, the excitement of westward

expansion helped heal the nation's psychological

wounds. One of the great images of nineteenth-

century America, Andrew J. Russell's The Driving

of the Golden Spike, Promontory, Utah (1869), wit-

nessed the celebration at the completion of the trans-

continental railroad in that state with champagne

bottles toasting and hands shaking. The exploration

of the territories between the Mississippi River and

California was advanced by four government-spon-

sored Geological and Geographical Surveys (1867—

75) that all employed photographers. The last un-

known river and mountain range were named and

documented at this time, and the photographs that

returned East inspired both the exploitation of Amer-

ica's mineral resources and the establishment of a

system of national parks to preserve its wilderness.

Timothy O'Sullivan photographed for the most

brilliant of the surveyists, the young Clarence King,

and, along with William Bell, he also worked for

George Wheeler's Geographical Surveys West of the

100th Meridian, shooting some of his best work. His

Ancient Ruins in the Canyon de Chelle, New Mexico

(1875) and Bell's Perched Rock, Arizona (1872) are

among the highlights of the entire history of photog-

raphy.

These expeditions were no garden parties. John

Wesley Powell, whose survey explored the full length

of the Colorado River for the first time, returned with

only six of his nine-man team after the first season,

and two of the nine had been killed by Indians. But

John Hillers, his chief photographer, produced both

splendid views of the riverways and plateaus and the

last pictures of the Indians in their natural habitats,

before they were pushed onto reservations. One of

the results of this survey was the establishment

of the Bureau of American Ethnology in 1879, of

which Powell became director and Hillers chief

photographer.

William Henry Jackson's photographs for Ferdi-

nand Vandiveer Hayden's survey in Colorado and

Wyoming contributed to the establishment of Yellow-

stone as the first national park. He photographed

Harry Yount, the first Ranger of Yellowstone, swash-

buckling, rifle-toting, and asserting the human pres-

ence, atop a mountain at Berthoud Pass. Jackson's

breathtaking multipart topographical records of the

mountain ranges include his favorite MountoftheHoly

Cross (1875), a Slte considered pure myth before his

photograph proved it existed. These photographs and

others, such as Stillman's views in Italy and Greece

and John Dunmore and George Critcherson's 1869

Schooners in ArcticIce (from the Bradford Expedition),

all testify to the age's spirit of exploration.

The Surveys ended but photographic discovery

continued. Eadweard Muybridge's animal locomotion

photographs were begun under the patronage of Lee-

land Stanford, who wanted to determine if a horse's

four hooves were all off the ground during a gallop.

They were. Photography again proved it could see

better than the human eye. Muybridge continued his

experiments at the University of Pennsylvania,

thanks to the influence of painter Thomas Eakins (a

photographer himself) . His later work benefited from

a new, speedier gelatin emulsion, introduced in the

later 1870s and perfected in the 1880s. It allowed

the clear, stop-action shots that would become the basis

for motion pictures.

In 1888, George Eastman brought photography

new popularity with his packaged camera outfit, the

Kodak, fit with a roll of 100 shots that the user



returned (in the camera) to the factory for develop-

ment. Eastman coined the phrase "You press the

button, we do the rest!'" In contrast to the difficulties

of photography on the Surveys, where large glass

plates, portable darkrooms, and chemicals for develop-

ment were carried by teams of mules, the Kodak made

photography easy. Soon there would be a camera in

every American house.

At the end of the century, an art photography

movement emerged. F. Holland Day, Rudolf Eicke-

meyer, Clarence Moore, and Gertrude Kasebier were

among the many whose creative work with new

experimental processes, like manipulated gum bichro-

mate and selectively developed platinum, led to

Alfred Stieglitz's famous Photo-Secession of 1902.

Their insistence that photography could be an art form

brought it to the museum-worthy status it has today.

The piece de resistance of the movement—and per-

haps of all nineteenth-century photography—is Day's

The Seven TFords, a self-portrait as Christ. Here he

poses as a privileged initiate into that higher, enlight-

ened truth that Hawthorne had earlier associated with

photography and that Harrison's Helia {Photography)

Hugging a Bust of Washington implied was the

object ofphotography's love. But by the end of the cen-

tury, institutional authority lacked credibility, so Day

went not through Washington, but inward through

himself to get to truth. Day's self-portrait as Christ is

at once the ultimate statement of democracy and the

individual and the ultimate apotheosis of the photo-

graph and its artist.

While each of these images is a masterpiece on its

own, together they reveal the distinguishing character

of American photography. Across the years photo-

graphs revealed the goals and myths of a nation driven

by pride and adventure and by a democratic ideal of

individual freedom associated with an enlightened

truth. They showed the country's heroes, its struggle

against slavery, the cost of the victory, the feats of its

engineers, its belief in Manifest Destiny, the conquer-

ing and preservation of a disappearing Indian and

wilderness, and even the photographer /truth-seeker's

self-portrait and innermost meditations. In all this,

Americans held photography as an especially faithful

witness, and they made it their supreme vehicle of

visual expression. The result is an imposing insight

into the transformations and consistencies of the

nation's history, its strengths and weaknesses, its

innermost fears and boasts, its aspirations and achieve-

ments. Most of all, it is a look at what we were when

we were young.
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